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Nordkapp Enduro 760 Sport

  

 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS   

 

 

Length Over All   8,10 m

Total Width   2,50 m

Platform   0,50 m

Maximum Allowed Engine   400 KS

Recommended Engine   225 KS

Weight   1600 kg

Maximum Number of Passengers   8

Engine Shaft   XL

 

  

 STANDARD EQUIPMENT   

 

 

BASIC MODEL PRICE .................... 40.333,00 € (303.888,99 HRK)

VAT is not included into the price. Transport is included in listed prices. We reserve the right to modify the specifications of our models without prior notice. Tecaj 1 EUR = 7.53450 HRK

Product photos are illustrative, and do not always have to correspond in all details to the products that are the subject of the offer.
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 OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
  

 

 

 

  

 BOAT DESCRIPTION
  

 

 

Enduro 760 Sport is safe sport boat. It has enough room for entire family and it is an open console boat. Enduro 760 Sport has a spacey cabin

for two persons to sleep.

Enduro 760 Sport can be delivered with details in synthetic material or teak. It can also have fixed driver's canopy which is easy to manage and

store in front of the console.

Large sunbed and portable toilet are standard equipment. It has large cockpit for different activities: sunbathing, diving... Electrical toilet with

septic tank is additional equipment.

Journalists all over Europe give positive comments about the hull of Enduro 760 Sport. Enduro 760 Sport easily adapts to 200 HP engine, but also

to 2 x 200 HP engines.  

 

NOTES: 

 

 

 

 

Vitam Agere d.o.o. is authorized dealer for Nordkapp and Sting boats      
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